Introduction
============

Noticing a person's negative undertone to a seemingly neutral comment is crucial for choosing an adequate response. Emotional prosody, i.e. tone of voice, conveys important information about the speaker's communicative intention and is processed mainly implicitly (i.e. in the absence of explicit verbal cues) ([@nsw118-B75]). In contrast to basic emotions (e.g. happy, angry) that involve universal, highly stereotypical physiological reactions ([@nsw118-B30]; [@nsw118-B29]; [@nsw118-B77]), understanding complex emotions (e.g. gratitude or jealousy) requires successful decoding and integration of contextual, social information ([@nsw118-B77]).

How do humans extract emotional meaning from prosody? Across various tasks, emotional prosody processing has been shown to involve activity of the right superior temporal sulcus (STS) and the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) ([@nsw118-B67]; [@nsw118-B75]). A current prosody processing model proposes that the right STS is involved in extracting acoustic information, which is subsequently evaluated within the bilateral IFG ([@nsw118-B31]; [@nsw118-B75]). IFG, amygdala and the ventral striatum are also involved in processing the emotional salience of auditory stimuli ([@nsw118-B67]). It is, however, an open question how the interplay between these regions differentiates intact from impaired emotional prosody processing.

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) has been associated with both impairments in emotional prosody production and processing ([@nsw118-B70]; [@nsw118-B7]; [@nsw118-B53]). However, empirical research investigating prosody processing in autism produced mixed results. Some studies reported aberrant prosody processing of basic and complex emotions in individuals with ASD compared to controls ([@nsw118-B41]; [@nsw118-B8]; [@nsw118-B52]; [@nsw118-B25]; [@nsw118-B37]; [@nsw118-B46]), whereas other studies did not find such group differences ([@nsw118-B51]; [@nsw118-B13]; [@nsw118-B21]). These inconsistencies likely reflect substantial differences in methodology between studies ([@nsw118-B53]). Studies investigating emotional prosody processing with abstract, non-word stimuli ([@nsw118-B14]), a limited number of mostly basic emotions ([@nsw118-B13]; [@nsw118-B58]), including one or two speakers and two answer options ([@nsw118-B21]), may lack the sensitivity to detect subtle impairments in prosody processing of high-functioning individuals with ASD.

Furthermore, neural processing of emotional prosody in ASD has remained an under-researched topic with inconclusive results. There is the notion that individuals with ASD show increased and more widely spread neural activity during prosody processing compared to controls ([@nsw118-B74]; [@nsw118-B28]; [@nsw118-B35]). With respect to the visual domain, research has shown that emotion recognition impairments of individuals with ASD are linked to dysfunctional activity of the social perception system including the amygdala, the posterior STS and the fusiform gyrus ([@nsw118-B9]; [@nsw118-B17]; [@nsw118-B60]; [@nsw118-B44]; [@nsw118-B63]).

The primary aim of this study was to corroborate previous reports of aberrant emotional prosody processing in individuals with ASD. Our results may also help to identify how the interplay of brain regions involved in prosody processing relates to prosody recognition performance and thus to intact *vs* impaired prosody processing. These insights help to further specify models of emotional prosody-processing. Given the striking social deficits of individuals with ASD in naturalistic settings ([@nsw118-B27]; [@nsw118-B63]), we investigated emotional prosody processing with naturalistic behavioral and neuroimaging tasks. Our study overcomes important drawbacks of previous studies: most previous studies included a very limited number of mostly basic emotions, few speakers and abstract stimuli, which may lack sensitivity to detect impairments in prosody processing of high functioning individuals with autism.

We developed behavioral and fMRI tasks, which comprise a variety of complex emotions, speakers, as well as implicit and explicit task conditions. To approximate the communication challenges individuals face in real life, audio stimuli consisted of semantically neutral, short sentences spoken with either emotional or neutral prosody. In accordance with previous studies ([@nsw118-B6]), we assessed implicit emotional prosody processing with a gender discrimination task, asking participants to determine the speaker's gender rather than the emotion conveyed in the spoken sentences, while in the scanner. In the explicit emotional prosody tasks, participants were asked to label the emotion conveyed in the speaker's tone of voice. We expected individuals with ASD to score lower than controls on the explicit behavioral prosody recognition task and their emotion recognition deficit to be reflected in aberrant activity and effective connectivity of core prosody processing regions, such as the STS, IFG and amygdala.

Materials and methods
=====================

Procedure
---------

The study consisted of a behavioral and an fMRI experiment (average time interval between the sessions was 18 days (SD = 15 days)). Participants were invited to participate in both, if they met MRI inclusion criteria. The behavioral session took place in testing rooms at Freie Universität Berlin, Germany. Participants completed the behavioral prosody task online through the project's website under the supervision of trained experimenters. The fMRI experiment was scheduled at the DINE (Dahlem Institute for Neuroimaging of Emotion, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany; <http://www.loe.fuberlin.de/dine/index.html>). All participants received payment for participation and gave written informed consent in accordance with the requirements of the German Society for Psychology ethics committee (DGPs).

Participants
------------

### Behavioral experiment

Twenty-seven adults with ASD (18 male, mean age = 33, age range: 19--47) and 22 control participants (16 male, mean age = 32, age range: 20--46) with no reported history of psychiatric or neurological disorders were matched according to gender, age and verbal IQ as measured with a vocabulary test \[Mehrfachwahl--Wortschatz Test (MWT); [@nsw118-B47]; [Table 1](#nsw118-T1){ref-type="table"}\]. All participants were right handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. ASD participants were recruited through the autism outpatient clinic for adults of the Charité---University Medicine Berlin, Germany or were referred to us by specialized clinicians. ASD participants were diagnosed according to the DSM-IV criteria for Asperger syndrome and autism without intellectual disabilities ([@nsw118-B5]). Diagnoses were confirmed by at least one of the two gold-standard diagnostic instruments: the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) ([@nsw118-B49]) and the Autism Diagnostic Interview---Revised (ADI-R; ([@nsw118-B50]), if parental informants were available (*n* = 15)). For 12 participants, the diagnostic methods included both ADOS and ADI-R. Additionally, the diagnosis of Asperger syndrome was confirmed with the Asperger Syndrome and High-Functioning Autism Diagnostic Interview (ASDI) ([@nsw118-B36]). Table 1.Demographical and symptom characteristicsTotal samplefMRI sampleControlsASDControlsASD*N*MSD*N*MSD*PN*MSD*N*MSD*P*Sex: N(F/M)6/16----9/180.7606/156/140.595Age31.88.533.18.70.60031.99.331.89.30.970MWT-IQ108.613.2112.916.70.330108.313.611317.30.335ADOS------2410.53.4--1910.43.5--[^1]

### FMRI experiment

Seven of the 27 ASD participants met exclusion criteria for participation in the fMRI experiment (claustrophobia: *N* = 2; no normal or corrected to normal vision *N* = 1, no current health insurance: *N* = 1; psychotropic medication: *N* = 3). Two of the 22 controls chose not to participate in the fMRI experiment (one male and one female), and one female only participated in the fMRI experiment. The fMRI sample thus comprised 20 ASD and 21 control participants matched for age, gender and IQ ([Table 1](#nsw118-T1){ref-type="table"}). All participants were right-handed.

Tasks and materials
-------------------

### Behavioral prosody task

The newly developed task comprised 25 semantically neutral sentences (e.g. 'They were all invited to the meeting') spoken by a total of 16 professional actors \[6 male, varying age (20--50 years)\]. All sentences (mean length = 5.1 seconds, SD = 0.9) were spoken with emotional prosody. In sum, the task covered four basic (angry, sad, happy, surprised) and 21 complex emotions (interested, frustrated, curious, passionate, contemptuous, furious, confident, proud, desperate, relieved, offended, concerned, troubled, expectant, confused, hurt, bored, in love, enthusiastic, lyrical and shocked). After listening to the audio excerpt, participants were asked to select the correct emotion label out of four different options and drag and drop it into the target panel (see [Figure 1A](#nsw118-F1){ref-type="fig"} for an example). Distractor labels consisted of (i) two emotions of the same valence, with one resembling the correct option more closely with respect to emotional arousal than the other one and (ii) one emotion of opposite valence (e.g. target emotion: angry, same valence distractors: desperate and embarrassed, opposite valence distractor: enthusiastic). Participants read introduction slides before completing the task (approximate total task duration: 15 min). Throughout the entire task, participants used the mouse to navigate through introduction screens and solve the 25 task items. There was no time limit to solve each item, but participants were instructed to perform as fast and as accurately as possible. No trial and thus no target emotion was repeated. Also no feedback was provided about whether the items had been solved correctly or not. Items were presented in randomized order across participants. The prosody task was designed and programmed as a web-based application in cooperation with a digital agency (gosub communications GmbH, [www.gosub.de](http://www.gosub.de)). Please refer to the supplemental section for detailed information about the chosen emotions, stimuli and task validation procedure. Fig. 1.Behavioral emotional prosody task. (A) Example item. Participants heard semantically neutral sentences that contained emotional prosody and were subsequently asked to label the emotional prosody from four different options. (B) Mean accuracy scores and reaction times for correctly solved items in Controls and ASD participants. Dark and light grey bars illustrate mean task performance of controls and ASD participants, respectively. \* Significant difference between controls and ASD groups (*P* \< 0.05). ASD: Autism Spectrum Disorders.

### FMRI prosody task

In the block-design fMRI task, participants were presented with semantically neutral sentences (mean length: 2.9 s, SD = 0.01) spoken with emotional or neutral prosody by 10 different actors (5 male). The task was presented using Presentation (Version 14.1, Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., Albany, CA) in two runs of 10 min 34 s each. Participants had to either indicate the speaker's gender (implicit condition) or the correct emotion label from two options (explicit condition) ([Figure 2A](#nsw118-F2){ref-type="fig"}). To make a choice, they had to press a button with either index or middle finger of their right hand. The position of the correct option and distractor on the screen (left or right) were counterbalanced (see example blocks for each condition in [Table 2](#nsw118-T2){ref-type="table"}). Each fMRI task block (30s) started with a cue screen (2 s), which indicated the condition ('gender' for implicit blocks; 'emotion' for explicit blocks). The cue was followed by four audio trials (4 s each), interleaved with four answer screens (3 s each). Note that we simplified the explicit emotion recognition condition by reducing the number of target emotions (6 basic and 6 complex emotions) and answering options relative to the behavioral prosody task (4 basic and 21 complex emotions). Based on the ratings obtained by ([@nsw118-B39]), the six basic emotions (happy, surprised, fearful, sad, disgusted and angry) were matched for valence (Wilcoxon signed-ranks: *P* = 0.75) and arousal (Wilcoxon signed-ranks: *P* = 0.92) with six complex emotions (jealous, grateful, contemptuous, shocked, concerned, disappointed). In all explicit task blocks (neutral, basic and complex emotions) participants were asked to select the correct emotion label from two options. We limited the number of options to two (from the previous 4 in the behavioral task) to reduce task demands and thus possible load-related between group differences in Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signal change. One of the options was the correct emotion label. The other option, the distractor, was randomly chosen from five different emotion labels (4 of the same valence, differing in how much they resembled the valence and arousal of the correct label, and 1 emotion label of opposite valence). Eight blocks contained audios with neutral prosody (4 in the implicit and 4 in the explicit task condition, 32 audio stimuli in total) and 24 blocks contained audios with emotional prosody (12 in the implicit and 12 in the explicit condition, 96 audio stimuli in total). To increase design efficiency, task block should contain similar emotions, which would elicit similar neural responses. Given that several studies report different activation patterns for stimuli of positive *vs* negative valence ([@nsw118-B73]), we presented positive and negative emotions in separate blocks. Fig. 2.fMRI emotional prosody task. (A) The task comprised blocks of semantically neutral sentences spoken with (basic or complex) emotional prosody or with neutral prosody. Participants either indicated the speaker's gender (implicit condition) or the correct emotion label from two options (explicit condition). (B) Brain regions showing significantly greater activation during emotional compared to neutral prosody processing (a) in controls and in ASD participants, (b) in both groups. (C) (a) Brain regions showing significantly greater activation during complex compared to basic emotional prosody processing in controls compared to individuals with ASD. Parameter estimates extracted from the amygdala and STS are illustrated in bar graphs (blue color: basic emotions, grey color: complex emotions). Error bars indicate standard error of mean. All clusters are significant at *P* \< 0.05 and *z* = 2.3 family wise error (FWE) cluster corrected for multiple comparisons. (b) Effective connectivity between the right STS (seed region in yellow) and left Amygdala in controls (red) is greater (yellow) than in individuals with ASD. The psychophysiological interaction (PPI) is the interaction between the physiological regressor (PHYS: is the extracted time course from the STS seed region) and the psychological regressor (PSY: complex *vs* basic emotional prosody). All clusters are significant at *P* \< 0.05 and *z* = 2.3 family wise error (FWE) cluster corrected for multiple comparisons. Abbreviations: Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD); Blood Oxygen Level Dependent signal (BOLD signal); Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG); Superior Temporal Sulcus (STS) a.u. = arbitrary units.Table 2.Example blocks for the explicit emotion recognition condition in the fMRI taskTrialBasic negative emotionsComplex negative emotionsNeutralCorrect labelDistractorCorrect labelDistractorCorrect labelDistractor1AngryEnragedConcernedCompassionateNeutralContemptuous2SadCompassionateDisappointedDoubtfulNeutralHurt3DisgustedInterestedContemptuousEmbarassedNeutralDoubtful4SadShockedJealousDoubtfulNeutralGuilty

Out of the 12 blocks per condition, 4 blocks contained positive emotions (2 blocks basic and 2 blocks complex positive emotions) and 8 blocks contained negative emotions (4 blocks basic and 4 blocks complex negative emotions). Blocks of audios were counterbalanced with respect to the type of emotion and speaker's gender across runs and conditions. There was no overlap between sentences used in the behavioral and fMRI task. The average duration of audio stimuli in the fMRI task was 2.9 s (SD = 0.75 s, range: 2--4 s). Mean duration of basic and complex emotional prosody audios did not differ \[t(94) = 0.14; *P* = 0.84\].

FMRI data acquisition
---------------------

MRI data were acquired on a 3 Tesla scanner (Tim Trio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a 12-channel head coil. Functional data were acquired using an echo-planar T2\*-weighted gradient echo pulse sequence (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 70, 64 × 64 matrix, field of view = 192 mm, voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm^3^). A total of 37 axial slices (3 mm thick, no gap) were sampled for whole-brain coverage. Functional imaging data were acquired in two separate 310-volume runs of 10 min 34 s each. Both runs were preceded by two dummy volumes to allow for T1 equilibration. For each participant, a high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical whole brain scan was acquired in the same scanning session, which was later used for registration of the fMRI data (256 × 256 matrix, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm^3^).

FMRI data analysis
------------------

FMRIB's Software Library (FSL, version 4.1.8; Oxford Centre of fMRI of the Brain, [www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl](http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) ([@nsw118-B69]) was used for fMRI data analysis on the High-Performance Computing system at Freie Universität Berlin (<http://www.zedat.fu-berlin.de/HPC>).

### Preprocessing

fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) within the FSL toolbox. After brain extraction, slice timing, and motion correction, volumes were spatially smoothed using an 8-mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. Low frequency artifacts were subsequently removed with a high-pass temporal filter (Gaussian-weighted straight line fitting, sigma = 100 s). Functional data were first registered to individuals' T1-weighted structural image and then registered to standard space using the FMRIB\'s Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT) ([@nsw118-B43]).

### fMRI single-subject analysis

We modeled the time series individually for each participant and run including ten epoch regressors \[representing the factor levels for the three factors emotion *complexity* (complex and basic prosody), *valence* (positive, negative and neutral prosody) and *condition* (implicit and explicit condition)\], as well as one regressor for all button presses that occurred during the experiment. Additionally, we included six regressors modeling head movement parameters. There were no differences between groups in the total amount of motion between functional volumes \[mean relative displacement: *t* (39) = 1.21, *P* = 0.236; see [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental section\]. The regressors of interest were then convolved with a Gamma hemodynamic response function (HRF). Contrast images were computed for each condition, run, and participant. They were spatially normalized, transformed into standard space and then submitted to a second-order within-subject fixed-effects analysis across the two runs.

### FMRI group analysis

All reported group analyses were higher-level mixed-effects analyses using the FMRIB Local Analysis of Mixed Effects tool provided by FSL (FLAME, stage 1 & 2). The models included age and IQ as regressors of no interest. Additionally, we added a gender regressor. Given the growing literature on gender differences in ASD, we explored if any group effects were additionally modulated by gender. We report clusters of maximally activated voxels that survived family wise error (FWE) cluster correction for multiple comparisons at a statistical threshold of *P* \< 0.05 and a *z*-value \> 2.3. Given our *apriori* hypothesis regarding group differences in amygdala activity, we performed separate region of interest (ROI) analyses using an anatomically defined ROI of the bilateral amygdala. These analyses were also corrected for multiple comparisons at a statistical threshold of *P* \< 0.05 and a *z*-value \> 2.3.

### Common emotional prosody network

To investigate which regions are involved in emotional prosody processing across groups, we computed a conjunction map of the overlap between activation in the control and ASD group for the contrast emotional *vs* neutral prosody ([@nsw118-B55]). We additionally report changes in neural activity for emotional vs. neutral prosody separately for each group in [Table **3**](#nsw118-T3){ref-type="table"}. Subsequently, we performed whole brain analyses to investigate *group* differences (controls *vs* ASD) in emotional prosody processing and whether the emotional prosody network was distinctly modulated by *condition* (implicit *vs* explicit) and *emotion complexity* (complex *vs* basic) in controls *vs* ASD participants. For the sake of completeness, we report significant clusters of activation for these contrasts for each group separately in [Table **3**](#nsw118-T3){ref-type="table"}. Table 3.Emotional prosody recognition performanceControlsASD*N*MSD*N*MSD*PBehavioral task*2227Accuracy0.690.100.580.18**0.006**[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}RT total scale (s)11.43.2613.94.44**0.030**[\*](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}*fMRI task*2120Accuracy basic emotions0.790.160.790.130.904Accuracy complex emotions0.640.150.600.140.330RT basic emotions (s)1.480.231.570.310.334RT social emotions (s)1.780.301.760.300.895[^2][^3][^4]

### *Psychophysiological* *i* *nteraction*

To investigate group differences in effective connectivity of brain regions during prosody processing, we conducted a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis following the guidelines by O'Reilly *et al.* (2012). The PPI analysis reveals how the coupling between a seed region and any other voxel in the brain changes with task condition ([@nsw118-B33]; [@nsw118-B62]; [@nsw118-B56]). Specifically, we sought to identify group differences in the coupling of brain regions when processing emotional *vs* neutral prosody and complex *vs* basic emotional prosody.

The PPI represents the interaction between task condition (e.g. emotional *vs* neutral prosody) and the correlation of activity in two or more brain regions. External effects, such as the main effect of condition (e.g. brain activity for emotional *vs* neutral prosody), are regressed out in the PPI approach. We selected the right STS as the seed region for the PPI based on a previous study ([@nsw118-B31]) that identified the right STS as the input region of the prosody processing network. The seed ROI was defined by drawing a 10 mm sphere around the peak-activated voxel of the STS cluster (MNI coordinates: 52, −18, −10) in the conjunction map. The conjunction represents the overlap of activation for emotional *vs* neutral prosody across groups, and is therefore not biased by group differences. On the single-subject level, the PPI model included four main regressors and additional nuisance regressors as described in the preprocessing section. The physiological regressor was the demeaned time course from the seed ROI (right STS). The psychological regressor contrasted the experimental conditions (e.g. emotional *vs* neutral prosody). A third regressor represented the added effect of both task conditions (e.g. emotional and neutral prosody). Finally, the PPI regressor was the vector product of the physiological and psychological regressors. On the group level, we investigated differences in effective connectivity between controls and individuals with ASD.

### Brain behavior relationship

To investigate whether brain activity during prosody processing correlated with prosody recognition accuracy, we added accuracy scores from the independent behavioral prosody task as a covariate into the fMRI group analysis. We investigated whether activity for emotional *vs* neutral prosody and complex *vs* basic emotional prosody were modulated by prosody recognition accuracy.

Furthermore, we investigated whether the coupling between brain regions during emotional prosody processing predicted prosody recognition accuracy on the independent behavioral task. For this analysis, we added performance on the behavioral prosody recognition task as a covariate into the PPI group analyses.

Results
=======

Behavioral results: emotional prosody recognition
-------------------------------------------------

Performance measures for both tasks comprised accuracy scores (percentages of correct answers) and reaction times (time to choose the correct emotion label) for correctly solved items.

### Behavioral prosody task

To avoid the repetition of basic emotion in the task, the majority of items conveyed complex emotions (21 out of 25 task items). Due to the different numbers of included basic and complex emotions, we refrained from analyzing group differences in basic emotion recognition and from comparing basic and complex emotion recognition in the behavioral task. Independent sample *t*-tests revealed that controls were more accurate and faster than individuals with ASD \[accuracy: *t* (41) = 2.72, *P* = 0.006; RT: *t* (47) = −2.23, *P* = 0.03 (homogeneity of variance is not met); see [Figure 1B](#nsw118-F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. In the ASD group, accuracy scores correlated negatively with autism symptomatology, as measured by the ADOS \[*r* (22) = −0.448, *P* = 0.028\] and the ASDI \[*r* (22) = −0.478, *P* = 0.018\], indicating that more severely affected individuals scored lower on the task (see [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the supplemental section). Furthermore, task accuracy was positively correlated with verbal IQ in the control group \[*r* (20) = 0.497, *P* = 0.019\] but not in the ASD group \[*r* (25) = −0.100, *P* = 0.619\]. The difference between the correlations is significant (Fisher's *Z* = 2.10; *P* \< 0.05).

### FMRI task

The number of blocks containing basic and complex emotions in the fMRI prosody task was equal, and thus we compared emotion recognition behavior of complex *vs* basic emotions by adding the within-subject factor emotion complexity to the analysis*.* Repeated measures ANOVAs with the within subject factor complexity (complex *vs* basic emotions) and the between subject factor group (Controls *vs* ASD) were performed for accuracy rates and RT separately. Over all participants, basic emotions were recognized faster and more accurately than complex emotions \[accuracy: *F*(1, 39) = 47.9, *P* \< 0.01, η~p~^2 ^=^ ^0.551; RT: *F*(1, 39) = 55.93, *P* \< 0.01, η~p~^2 ^=^ ^0.589\]. The groups showed comparable emotion recognition performance for basic and complex emotions \[accuracy: *F*(1, 39) = 0.43, *P* = 0.516; RT: *F*(1, 39) = 0.18, *P* = 0.667\]. Furthermore, there was no significant group by complexity interaction for accuracy rates \[*F*(1, 39) = 0.61, *P* = 0.441\] and RT \[*F*(1, 39) = 2.05, *P* = 0.161; see also [Table **4**](#nsw118-T4){ref-type="table"}\]. In the implicit task condition, participants had to correctly label the gender of the speaker. Participants accuracy overall conditions was greater than 95%. There was no between group difference in either accuracy (Controls: 95%, SD = 6; ASD group: 96%, SD = 6) or reaction times (Controls: 0.9 s, SD = 0.2; ASD group: 0.9 s, SD = 0.2). Table 4.Significant activations in the contrasts of interest in Controls and in individuals with ASDSideCluster size (Voxel)Peak voxel MNI Coordinates (mm)Peak *Z* score*xyzEmotional prosody \> neutral prosody in controls*Cluster 16068Superior temporal gyrusR48−1806.08Superior temporal sulcusR52−2645.9656−1805.9148−2205.966−3065.4858−24−25.04Inferior frontal gyrusR562404.56Cluster 23715Heschl's gyrusL−42−2625.7−48−14−25.64−46−1805.64Superior temporal sulcusL−46−24−45.23−48−12−65.21Superior temporal gyrusL−64−2865.2*Emotional prosody \> neutral prosody in ASD*Cluster 13841Inferior frontal gyrusR463024.46583484.42523244.23Superior temporal sulcusR504−224.445820204.34524−184.27Cluster 22017Superior temporal gyrusL−66−3464.73−68−2644.1−60−2243.5Superior temporal sulcusL−54−18−143.56Temporal poleL−384−323.53Heschl's gyrusL−46−4−63.5Cluster 31715Intracalcarine cortexL16−7263.750−8823.3416−72143.33Cuneal cortexL−10−76203.46Lingual gyrusL−18−60−23.3Occipital poleL14−8616323*Explicit \> implicit emotional prosody in controls*Cluster 14859Superior temporal sulcusR56−14−84.8658−8−44.2654−3204.1760−16−24.09Inferior frontal gyrusR5428−44.36562804.09Cluster 21842Superior temporal sulcusL−522−205.29−52−2−204.91Superior temporal gyrusL−50−10−23.81−48−3863.74−60−2683.69−64−2663.69*Explicit \> implicit emotional prosody in controls*Cluster 14859Superior temporal sulcusR56−14−84.8658−8−44.2654−3204.1760−16−24.09Inferior frontal gyrusR5428−44.36562804.09Cluster 21842Superior temporal sulcusL−522−205.29−52−2−204.91Superior temporal gyrusL−50−10−23.81−48−3863.74−60−2683.69−64−2663.69*Explicit \> implicit emotional prosody in ASD*Cluster 11573Superior temporal sulcusR54−16−84.0252−20−23.9552−16−43.95Planum polareR50−10−43.81R42−20−43.48*Implicit \> explicit emotional prosody in controls*Cluster 142364Precuneus cortexL−2−48387.37Lateral occipital cortexL−44−70406.96Frontal poleL−2236366.94Medial prefrontal cortexL/R1450−46.76Middle frontal gyrusR2432366.49Anterior cingulate cortexL/R246−86.33*Implicit \> explicit emotional prosody in controls*Cluster 142364Precuneus cortexL−2−48387.37Lateral occipital cortexL−44−70406.96Frontal poleL−2236366.94Medial prefrontal cortexL/R1450−46.76Middle frontal gyrusR2432366.49Anterior cingulate cortexL/R246−86.33*Implicit \> explicit emotional prosody in ASD*Cluster 119119Parietal operculum cortexL−50−26246.48−48−26205.7Posterior cingulate cortexL/R−4−46386.2Precuneus cortexL/R−4−48425.84Precentral gyrusL/R−2−30485.32Supplementary motor cortexL/R10−4485.12Cluster 24584Frontal poleR126205.3Paracingulate gyrusL/R642−84.731048−44.46Parahippocampal gyrusL−26−26−184.6−26−26−224.52Cluster 32342Insular cortexR40−14124.9540−16164.6236−1024.4836−2024.3238−1424.3Heschl's GyrusR46−12104.67*Basic \> complex emotional prosody in ASD*Cluster 16690Superior Temporal gyrusL−64−6−28.36−60−10−67.86Superior temporal sulcus−64−8−87.86−56−2206.66Cluster 25752Planum temporaleR42−2887.6242−32127.1238−3286.738−2886.67Superior Temporal gyrusR62−12−27.4164−2867.23[^5]

FMRI results
------------

### Emotional prosody processing network

Contrasting emotional with neutral prosody revealed a previously described fronto-temporal network including the STS and IFG in both groups ([Figure 2B-a](#nsw118-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#nsw118-T3){ref-type="table"}) whereby ASD and controls showed overlapping neural activity in the right temporal pole, STS and IFG ([Figure 2B-b](#nsw118-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 5](#nsw118-T5){ref-type="table"}). There were no between group differences in overall emotional prosody processing. Table 5.Significant activations in the contrasts of interest over all participants and between group differencesSideCluster size (Voxel)Peak voxel MNI coordinates (mm)Peak Z score*xyzEmotional vs neutral prosody*Cluster 115077Lingual gyrusR20−56−44.79Planum temporaleL−64−22124.67Superior temporal gyrusL−62−2264.57Planum temporaleL−20−58−64.55−64−26164.43Angular gyrusL−38−48204.44Cluster 21523Middle cingulate cortexL/R10−2404.33−10−10363.66Posterior cingulate cortexL/R−12−26443.72−12−30443.7Supplementary motor cortexL/R−104403.49Superior frontal gyrusL/R−8−36503.38*Complex \> basic emotional prosody in controls \> ASD*Cluster 13169Planum temporaleR38−34106.2742−30106.1452−1864.25Parietal operculum cortex44−34243.9Planum polareR462−143.7844−12−43.56Superior temporal sulcusR56−38102.94AmygdalaR26−4−222.74Cluster 22284Heschl's gyrus−44−2224.39Superior temporal sulcusL−64−8−64.36Superior temporal gyrusL−64−604.16Planum temporaleL−50−2223.75Central opercular cortexL−58−883.59−56−463.48Insular cortexL−38−4103.08*Gender differences in complex \> basic emotional prosody in ASD*Cluster 12107Planum temporaleR58−1863.97Supramarginal gyrusR46−26363.42Superior temporal sulcusR64−3043.35Superior temporal gyrusR66−3283.33Planum temporaleR38−34143.3152−30103.22*Implicit \> explicit emotional prosody in controls \> ASD*Cluster 11430Angular gyrusL−44−68444.7−46−68404.69−60−56264.56Lateral occipital cortexL−48−68444.48−56−62343.94−58−64243.81Cluster 21218Frontal poleL−165844.07−2448−103.57−2648−43.45−2268−83.07Anterior cingulate cortexL/R−646223.58L/R642203.33Cluster 31038Superior frontal gyrusL−2436524.17−2028304.08−2030264−2028223.9−1836543.76−1434563.51[^6]

### Effects of condition and emotion complexity on emotional prosody processing

With regards to emotion complexity, we did not find regions that showed stronger activity for complex *vs* basic emotions in either group. We did, however, find a significant group by complexity interaction. Compared with the ASD group, controls showed a significantly greater increase in activity of bilateral fronto-temporal regions including the STS, insular cortex, superior temporal gyrus (STG) and right amygdala for complex *vs* basic emotions ([Figure 2C-a](#nsw118-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 5](#nsw118-T5){ref-type="table"}). The ASD group recruited temporal regions, such as the STS, more when processing basic emotions. We found a significant main effect of condition (basic *vs* complex) in the ASD group only ([Table 3](#nsw118-T3){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, we also found significant gender differences in the ASD group. Female ASD participants showed more activity of right temporal regions such as the STG and STS for complex *vs* basic emotions compared to males ([Table 5](#nsw118-T5){ref-type="table"}).

In both groups, explicit *vs* implicit emotional prosody processing yielded increased activity of prosody processing regions such as the STS ([Table 3](#nsw118-T3){ref-type="table"}). Implicit *vs* explicit prosody processing recruited cortical midline regions, such as the PCC and the frontal pole in both groups ([Table 3](#nsw118-T3){ref-type="table"}). There was also a significant condition by group interaction. Controls showed increased activity of occipital and prefrontal regions compared to the ASD group ([Table 5](#nsw118-T5){ref-type="table"}).

### Effective connectivity between brain regions during emotional prosody processing

The PPI analysis did not reveal between group differences in processing emotional *vs* neutral prosody. We did, however, find between-group differences in effective connectivity for complex *vs* basic emotional prosody. STS and amygdala (peak voxel: −20, −6, −22) ([Figure 2C-b](#nsw118-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 5](#nsw118-T5){ref-type="table"}).

### Relationship between neural processing of emotional prosody and behavioral performance

We found group differences in the relationship between brain activity for emotional vs. neutral stimuli and prosody recognition performance on the behavioral task. Brain activity in a wide network of frontal and temporal regions, including the STG and the superior frontal gyrus, correlated more strongly with prosody recognition performance in individuals with ASD compared to controls ([Figure 3A;](#nsw118-F3){ref-type="fig"}[Table 6](#nsw118-T6){ref-type="table"}). There were no significant correlations between brain activity for complex vs. basic emotions and behavioral task performance in either group. Fig. 3.Brain behavior relationship. (A) Stronger correlation between brain activity during emotional *vs* neutral prosody processing and accuracy on the behavioral prosody recognition task in ASD participants compared to controls. Correlation plot illustrates the relationship between parameter estimates extracted from the MCC and task accuracy in controls (red) and in individuals with ASD (blue). (B) Stronger correlation between rSTS---ACC effective connectivity and accuracy on the behavioral prosody recognition task in controls compared to individuals with ASD. Correlation plot illustrates the relationship between effective connectivity and accuracy in controls (red) and in individuals with ASD (blue). All clusters are significant at *P* \< 0.05 and *z* = 2.3 family wise error (FWE) cluster corrected for multiple comparisons. Abbreviations: Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD); Middle Cingulate Cortex (MCC); Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC); right Superior Temporal Sulcus (rSTS).Table 6.Relationship between neural processing of emotional prosody and behavioral performance in ASD *vs* ControlsSideCluster size (Voxel)Peak voxel MNI coordinates (mm)Peak *Z* score*xyzEmotional prosody \> Neutral prosody over all participants (conjunction analysis)*Cluster 14208Superior temporal sulcusR52−18−103.78Inferior frontal gyrusR5216123.20Temporal poleR588−222.88Temporo-parietal junctionR56−44202.91*Psychophysiological interaction: complex \> basic emotional prosody in controls \> ASD*AmygdalaL13−20−6−222.75[^7]

When investigating the relationship between effective connectivity and behavioral task performance, we found the opposite group difference. Higher coupling between the right STS and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC, MNI coordinates: 0, 48, −4) for emotional *vs* neutral prosody predicted prosody recognition accuracy in controls compared to individuals with ASD ([Figure 3B](#nsw118-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, we found similar group differences when investigating the relationship between effective connectivity for complex *vs* basic emotional prosody and behavioral performance. The coupling between right STS, fusiform cortex (FC) and precentral gyrus (PG) was stronger correlated with task accuracy in controls than in the ASD group ([Table 7](#nsw118-T7){ref-type="table"}). Table 7.Relationship between effective connectivity between brain regions and behavioral performance in Controls *vs* ASDSideCluster size (Voxel)Peak voxel MNI coordinates (mm)Peak *Z* score*xyzPsychophysiological interaction with rSTS as seed region for complex vs basic emotional prosody*Cluster 11580Temporal occipital fusiform cortexL−28−58−63.73−24−62−103.47Temporal fusiform cortex−28−38−143.67Lateral occipital cortexL−50−70−43.65−50−70−83.52−50−7263.46Cluster 2819Precentral gyrus−8−16703.52−6−12703.45−4−16683.43−16−22703.33−12−16723.32−18683.25[^8]

Discussion
==========

The aim of the current study was to investigate differences in emotional prosody processing between individuals with ASD and healthy controls in behavior and brain function. In the behavioral experiment, we found that the ASD group was slower and less accurate in recognizing emotional prosody than controls. Symptom severity was negatively correlated with accurate recognition of emotional prosody. More impaired individuals scored lower on the task. The fMRI experiment, replicated the well-established emotional prosody network, including the STS and IFG, overall participants. Complex *vs* basic emotional prosody elicited less activity of core prosody processing regions, such as the STS and amygdala, in individuals with ASD compared to controls. Also, the STS and amygdala were less functionally connected in individuals with ASD. Importantly, the relationship between behavioral performance and neural processing of emotional prosody differed between groups. In the ASD group, brain activity in a wider spread network of cortical regions was more strongly related to behavioral task accuracy. In controls, on the other hand, the magnitude of effective connectivity between STS and ACC during emotional prosody processing more strongly predicted behavioral accuracy.

Processing emotional prosody robustly activated the well-replicated prosody network both in the control and ASD group ([@nsw118-B67]; [@nsw118-B75]). Furthermore, both groups showed overlapping clusters of activation in the right IFG and STS for emotional *vs* neutral prosody. The right STS and right IFG have been more strongly implicated in emotional prosody processing than their contralateral homologues ([@nsw118-B64]; [@nsw118-B67]). There were no between-group differences in overall prosody processing. We did, however, find group differences in processing complex *vs* basic emotions and implicit *vs* explicit prosody processing.

Individuals with ASD displayed reduced activity in bilateral temporal regions, such as the superior temporal gyrus, temporal pole and right STS for complex vs. basic emotions. These regions have been extensively implicated in auditory processing ([@nsw118-B12]), in particular in processing emotional prosody ([@nsw118-B76]). This interaction effect in temporal regions, such as the STS, is due to the fact that individuals with ASD engage these regions more when processing basic *vs* complex emotions. Previous research has shown that the STS does not distinguish between social and nonsocial information in individuals with ASD ([@nsw118-B60]). In this study, both basic and complex emotions represent social stimuli. Basic emotions, however, are less socially motivated; accurately recognizing basic emotions relies more on decoding physiological states than interpersonal relations ([@nsw118-B29]). Greater activity in the STS when processing basic emotions could mean that they are more salient. This may also explain greater processing accuracy of basic emotions in ASD.

Furthermore, ASD participants exhibited reduced activity of the bilateral insula and right amygdala, regions associated with emotion processing ([@nsw118-B61]). Groups further differed in the magnitude of effective connectivity between the right STS and left amygdala for complex *vs* basic emotions. Typically developing controls exhibited a stronger coupling between STS and amygdala than individuals with ASD. Our results are in line with previous studies, which showed reduced functional connectivity of STS and amygdala in ASD in both the visual and auditory modality ([@nsw118-B45]; [@nsw118-B54]). Both, the amygdala and STS, have been implicated in social perception across modalities ([@nsw118-B59]), which precedes and supports later developing mentalizing abilities ([@nsw118-B4]; [@nsw118-B1]).

The social perception deficits of individuals with ASD concern both visual and auditory modalities and persist from early childhood ([@nsw118-B20]; [@nsw118-B18], [@nsw118-B19]) throughout adulthood ([@nsw118-B65]). In the visual domain, the amygdala and the posterior STS extending into the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) have been tightly linked to aberrant social perception of individuals with ASD ([@nsw118-B22]; [@nsw118-B17]; [@nsw118-B26]; [@nsw118-B44]), in particular to their deficits in inferring others' intentions ([@nsw118-B9]; [@nsw118-B48]; [@nsw118-B60]; [@nsw118-B57]). In contrast, very little is known about auditory social information processing of individuals with ASD. Our findings indicate that the amygdala and STS underlie the social information processing deficits of individuals with ASD also in the auditory modality.

In contrast to previous studies ([@nsw118-B71]; [@nsw118-B3]), we did not find increased activity of core mentalizing regions such as the ACC in controls for complex *vs* basic emotional prosody. The lack of a modulation by emotion complexity in typically developing controls suggests basic and complex emotions might be comparably salient and thus elicit similar activity of prosody processing regions.

An exploratory analysis of gender differences for emotional prosody processing revealed that females with ASD exhibit greater STS activity when processing complex *vs* basic emotions compared to males. These differences in neural processing could be linked to previously observed gender differences in autism symptomatology ([@nsw118-B72]). However, we did not find gender differences on the behavioral level. Given the limited sample size of individuals with ASD, larger-scale studies are needed to explore gender differences in emotional prosody processing in greater detail.

In line with previous studies ([@nsw118-B38]; [@nsw118-B66]; [@nsw118-B6]; [@nsw118-B34]), we found a modulation of the emotion prosody network by task condition (implicit *vs* explicit). Explicit evaluation of emotional prosody produced increased activity of the STS and IFG, regions assigned to the core prosody network in both groups. In accordance with previous studies, our results thus provide evidence of greater involvement of the core prosody regions (STS and IFG) in directing attention to emotional prosody (explicit condition) *vs* away from it (implicit condition) ([@nsw118-B15]; [@nsw118-B76]; [@nsw118-B6]; [@nsw118-B32]). Implicit compared to explicit emotional prosody processing yielded activity of cortical midline regions, such as PCC, in both groups. Thus, in accordance with the literature, our study suggests that implicit and explicit prosody processing are mediated by distinct neural networks ([@nsw118-B6]; [@nsw118-B34]). Furthermore, controls showed greater activity in the angular gyrus, and prefrontal regions such as the ACC, for implicit *vs* explicit prosody processing than individuals with ASD. The angular gyrus has been implicated in processing semantic information, fact retrieval, shifting attention to relevant tasks and is believed to represent a cross-modal hub, which integrates these multiple cognitive processes across sensory modalities ([@nsw118-B68]). Increased activity of this region in the control group relative to the ASD group might thus indicate a higher degree of cross modal integration of relevant information during implicit processing of emotional prosody in controls *vs* individuals with ASD.

We found significant group differences in emotional prosody recognition on the behavioral task. Individuals with ASD showed lower performance on the newly developed prosody recognition task compared to controls. Accuracy rates were negatively correlated with symptom severity in individuals with ASD, with more impaired individuals scoring lower. Along with basic emotional expressions, the newly developed task covers a wide range of complex emotions portrayed by a large number of male and female speakers. The higher degree of complexity and ecological validity of the task most likely increased its sensitivity to the subtle impairments of our sample of high-functioning ASD participants. Our results are in line with studies showing emotion recognition difficulties from voices of individuals with ASD ([@nsw118-B40]; [@nsw118-B41]; [@nsw118-B8]). Given that the recognition of complex emotions may involve mental state processing ([@nsw118-B42]; [@nsw118-B23]; [@nsw118-B24]), the impaired recognition of complex emotions in individuals with ASD likely reflects their core deficit in understanding others' mental states ([@nsw118-B11]). In the simpler fMRI version of the task, which comprised a more limited number of speakers and emotions (six basic and six complex emotions) with only two answer options, we did not find behavioral between-group differences. Similarly, some studies that also used a more limited number of speakers, emotions or answer options report no differences in emotional prosody recognition between individuals with ASD and controls ([@nsw118-B51]; [@nsw118-B13]; [@nsw118-B21]). Our study thus stresses the importance of using more naturalistic tasks than previously done to sensitively assess the subtle social cognitive impairments of high-functioning individuals with ASD.

Finally, we took the first step towards establishing a neurocognitive model of prosody processing in ASD by investigating the relationship between neural processing of emotional prosody and prosody recognition performance on an independent task.

We found significant group differences in the relationship between behavioral and neural prosody processing. In typically developing individuals the coupling between STS and ACC during emotional prosody processing was a stronger predictor of task accuracy than in individuals with ASD. While the STS is involved in assessing the social salience of nonverbal stimuli ([@nsw118-B4]; [@nsw118-B60]), the ACC is more strongly implicated in the explicit evaluation of emotions ([@nsw118-B16]; [@nsw118-B6]). A higher connectivity between the two regions may facilitate emotion detection in the auditory modality and thus increase emotion recognition accuracy. Moreover, increased connectivity between the STS, FC and PG while processing complex *vs* basic emotions, was also more strongly related to prosody recognition in controls compared to individuals with ASD. The relationship between task-based functional connectivity of emotion processing regions and emotion recognition accuracy has been very little explored. A recent study that investigated the relationship between resting state functional connectivity and emotion recognition found that the intrinsic connectivity between STS and prefrontal regions was more predictive of emotion recognition in typically developing individuals than in individuals with ASD ([@nsw118-B2])). Reduced connectivity of the STS and prefrontal regions during emotion processing could account for the emotion recognition deficits of individuals with ASD. In contrast, higher activity of a wide-spread network of cortical regions including the STG and PCC was more strongly related to performance accuracy in the ASD than in the control group. ASD participants, however, were overall less accurate on the task. This indicates that the neural processes supporting accurate emotional prosody recognition in typically developing individuals differ from those in individuals with ASD.

Control participants' verbal IQ was positively correlated with emotional prosody recognition performance on the behavioral task. This was not the case for ASD participants, suggesting that their deficits in emotional prosody processing may be independent of verbal IQ. The IQ measure used in this study, however, provides a partial picture of an individual's verbal competence. Future studies should exhaustively explore the potential relationship between language and emotional prosody processing by including a more general IQ test with more fine-grained assessments of verbal and pragmatic language skills. Another limitation to the current study is the lack of an implicit behavioral prosody processing task. Future studies should explore the relationship between implicit and explicit prosody processing with comparable performance based tasks.

In sum, our study provides new insights into typical and atypical prosody processing that most likely have important implications for typical and impaired social communication in real life. We found significant differences between typically developing individuals and individuals with ASD on the behavioral and neural level as well regarding the relationship between behavioral and neural processing of emotional prosody.
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[^1]: Means (M), standard deviations (SD) and sample size (N) of group characteristics. *P*-values: two-tailed significance-value for *F*- and χ^2^-tests in ASD *vs* Controls; Abbreviations: ASD: Autism Spectrum Disorders; F: female; M: male; MWT: Mehrfachwahl--Wortschatz Test; not applicable (--); ADOS: Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule; fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging.

[^2]: Means (M), standard deviations (SD) and sample size (N) of group characteristics. *P*-values: two-tailed significance-value for independent sample *t*-tests in ASD *vs* Controls.

[^3]: Significant difference between controls and ASD (*P* \< 0.05).

[^4]: Significant difference between ASD and controls (*P* \<.01). Abbreviations: ASD: Autism Spectrum Disorder; Reaction times for correctly solved items (RT); seconds (s).

[^5]: All reported clusters are family wise error cluster corrected for multiple comparisons (FWE) at a statistical threshold of *P* \< 0.05 and a *z*-value of 2.3.

[^6]: All reported clusters are family wise error cluster corrected for multiple comparisons (FWE) at a statistical threshold of *P* \< 0.05 and a *z*-value of 2.3.

[^7]: All reported clusters are family-wise error cluster corrected for multiple comparisons (FWE) at a statistical threshold of p \< .05 and a z-value of 2.3.

[^8]: All reported clusters are family wise error cluster corrected for multiple comparisons (FWE) at a statistical threshold of *P* \< 0.05 and a *z*-value of 2.3.
